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Welcome!


Harnessing God's Gifts of land, Water, Sun, and Wind to fuel the development of the Codrington Estates.


 


Codrington Estates is one of the island’s best-known untapped secrets. On the outside, sprawling grounds are enveloped by the serene scene of a pristine lake, with ducks gliding across the surface.


 


The Development Company was established as a wholly-owned subsidiary of The Codrington Trust to develop and manage designated Intellectual and/or Proprietary Rights or Assets.


 


Open everyday 9:00 a.m - 5:00 p.m


Learn more
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[bookmark: Tours]Tours


 


Booking a private tour is easy as 1-2-3.


We offer a variety of tour packages to choose from, including moonlight hikes, corporate hikes, and morning hikes that requires groups of  30 people. For a more personalized experience, you can opt for a guided or self-guided tour.


 


Our self-guided and guided heritage tours offer a unique opportunity to explore some of the most significant historic, architectural, or natural heritage site. 


 


So, if you're ready for an unforgettable adventure, book one of our tours today and experience a journey like never before!


Book now










[bookmark: weddings]Weddings


The Codrington Estates Development Company Limited offers its attractive wedding package, Tie the Knot.

This service is for the bride who would prefer to manage

everything throughout her planning journey, but wants to be sure that the only thing she has to worry about on her wedding day is saying "I do!"


 


Our "The Knot" package is more extensive than most planners' because we want to ensure that our brides have an easy planning process , even when we are not working directly with them.


 


In order to do this, we gift our brides with the tools and expertise they need as they plan their big day.


Reserve








[bookmark: Media]Video, Film, & Photo Shoot


After centuries of change and development, the undeniable beauty of the location has also inspired International artists and high-end photographers.


Find out more








[bookmark: Acommodation]Accommodation


Finding suitable accommodation is one of the biggest

challenges  when studying in a new city. It’s difficult to find a place that offers all the amenities you need, in a convenient location, and falls within your budget.


 


Start your search early. The earlier you start looking for accommodation, the greater the selection will be.


Stay with us
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Planning a Corporate Event?




Having an effective meeting can seem like an elusive dream. To help breed and sustain company success and employee satisfaction, meetings, conferences, training events, and retreats should be engaging, energizing, and memorable.




The corporate meeting venues available for rent range from smaller board rooms to large conference centers. The variety includes spaces for rent that are perfect for small groups, large groups, work groups, nonprofit groups, government groups and everything in between.


Learn more















Subscribe to Our Newsletter.

Get Updates to News And Events.




[email protected]

Office: (246) 231- 8219

Business Development Manager: (246) 231- 8225

St. John, BB 20007
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Barbados, W.I.
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